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Round 4 
 
 
Today we have a full schedule planned. In addition to the existing sections the Under 8, Under 10 and a rapid 
section will start their festival. The rapid is intended for the players that want to be part of the tournament but 
could not commit so much time. The board 1 in the Rapid is John Laurie who was a strong player in his day and 
can still play a decent game as proved in his league games when he represents MRL Chess Club 
 
ELITE SECTION 
 
After last night’s results the Grandmaster Strikovic and FM De Villiers are leading the field .Craig Willenberg could 
not change the imbalance .Craig is a past Champion of the event and plays the current Champion.  On table 2 IM 
Van den Heever needs to exert his dominance on the SA Players as the current SA closed Champion against the 
inform FM DE Villiers.  The experienced Charles saw more than the procrastinating Donovan. Candidate Master 
Bouah have had a plus score against Erlank but after an overwhelming position with Bouah having too many ways 
to win .He made the only losing move. And on table 5 it is WIM Latreche against FM Klaasen. Calvin showed why 
he is a regular SA Closed qualifier when he gave the Algerian WIM more questions than answers. 
 
PRESTIGE SECTION 
 
Exciting match ups in this section started on table 1 when Top seed Chad Willenberg faced the solid Luan De Jager 
who is coached by the Wallenberg’s. Luan proved the confidence that Steinitz has in him when he gave Chad a 
difficult King position and soon Chad’s Rook was out of the game. On table 2 the matrix man could not unsettle 
the quiet Christopher Londt. 
Our vice President Roland Willenberg showed up the flaws of a past student David Baxter while newly crowned 
FM Grimmbacher had to show that he had recovered from his loss yesterday by taking out the ever improving 
Seth Riley Adams.  It was the young FM Adams who beat the Grimm FM. 
 
Open Section 
Let me elaborate a bit more about this section .Today is their final day when they play three rounds. On table 1 
Glen will have to beat Lawrence Fry and so he did .There is also ex WP School Champion Cecil Ohlson on table 2 
against the Under 12 Lleyton Olkers. This is by no means an easy section with players who have represented their 
regions at nationals. 
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